February 26, 2019

**AIB International Celebrates Legacy by Launching New Brand, Innovative Programs at GFSI Conference**

**Nice, France** – For the last 100 years, AIB International has worked hand-in-hand with the world’s top food and beverage companies to advance the safety and quality of food for families everywhere. Today at the 2019 GFSI Conference, AIB International looked to the next hundred years with a new brand launch and provided a sneak peek at one of its yet-to-be-released training solutions.

“AIB International has been a trusted food safety ally for the past 100 years,” said Andre Biane, President and CEO of AIB International. “Our new brand is a refresh, but also demonstrates that we are focused and committed more than ever to our clients’ quest to deliver safe, delicious products to every consumer every day.”

In line with helping companies deliver on their promises, AIB International (Stand 55) will also demonstrate an augmented reality training concept that is in the pilot stages of development. The customizable simulation takes real-world images and video and overlays the concepts and facts employees need to do their jobs. The program also includes a testing component, so staff can demonstrate how they apply what they know. Learn more at Stand 55.

**AIB International** provides the most trusted global brands with inspections, consulting, training, research and development and certification services. Founded in 1919, AIB International’s vision is to ensure the enjoyment of food everywhere by facilitating the acceptance and application of the highest food integrity standards. Learn more at [www.aibonline.org](http://www.aibonline.org)
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